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Despite its importance to our understanding of physics at 
supranuclear densities, the equation of state (EoS) of mat-
ter deep within neutron stars remains poorly understood. 
Millisecond pulsars (MSPs) are among the most useful astro-
physical objects in the Universe for testing fundamental phys-
ics, and place some of the most stringent constraints on this 
high-density EoS. Pulsar timing—the process of accounting 
for every rotation of a pulsar over long time periods—can pre-
cisely measure a wide variety of physical phenomena, includ-
ing those that allow the measurement of the masses of the 
components of a pulsar binary system1. One of these, called 
relativistic Shapiro delay2, can yield precise masses for both 
an MSP and its companion; however, it is only easily observed 
in a small subset of high-precision, highly inclined (nearly 
edge-on) binary pulsar systems. By combining data from the 
North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational 
Waves (NANOGrav) 12.5-yr data set with recent orbital-
phase-specific observations using the Green Bank Telescope, 
we have measured the mass of the MSP J0740+6620 to be 
2:14þ0:10
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 M⊙ (68.3% credibility interval; the 95.4% credibility 
interval is 2:14þ0:20

�0:18
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 M⊙). It is highly likely to be the most mas-
sive neutron star yet observed, and serves as a strong con-
straint on the neutron star interior EoS.

Relativistic Shapiro delay, which is observable when a pulsar passes 
behind its stellar companion during orbital conjunction, manifests 
as a small delay in pulse arrival times induced by the curvature of 
spacetime in the vicinity of the companion star. For a highly inclined 
MSP–white dwarf binary, the full delay is on the order of ~10 μs. 
The relativistic effect is characterized by two parameters, ‘shape’ and 
‘range’. In general relativity, shape (s) is the sine of the angle of inclina-
tion of the binary orbit (i), while range (r) is proportional to the mass 
of the companion, mc. When combined with the Keplerian mass func-
tion, measurements of r and s also constrain the pulsar mass (mp; ref. 3  
provides a detailed overview and an alternative parameterization).

Precise neutron star mass measurements are an effective way to 
constrain the EoS of the ultradense matter in neutron star interiors. 
Although radio pulsar timing cannot directly determine neutron 
star radii, the existence of pulsars with masses exceeding the maxi-
mum mass allowed by a given model can straightforwardly rule out 
that EoS.

In 2010, Demorest et al. reported the discovery of a 2 M⊙ MSP, 
J1614−2230 (ref. 4) (though the originally reported mass was 
1.97 ± 0.04 M⊙, continued timing has led to a more precise mass 
measurement of 1.928 ± 0.017 M⊙ by Fonseca et al.5). This Shapiro-
delay-enabled measurement disproved the plausibility of some 
hyperon, boson and free quark models in nuclear-density envi-
ronments. In 2013, Antoniadis et  al. used optical techniques in 
combination with pulsar timing to yield a mass measurement of 
2.01 ± 0.04 M⊙ for the pulsar J0348+0432 (ref. 6). These two obser-
vational results (along with others7) encouraged a reconsideration 
of the canonical 1.4 M⊙ neutron star. Gravitational-wave astrophys-
ics has also begun to provide EoS constraints; for example, the Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) detection 
of a double neutron star merger constrains permissible EoSs, sug-
gesting that the upper limit on neutron star mass is 2.17 M⊙ (90% 
credibility8). Though the existence of extremely massive (>2.4 M⊙) 
neutron stars has been suggested through optical spectroscopic 
and photometric observations (for example ref. 9), radio timing can 
provide much more precise constraints on the existence of ≳2 M⊙ 
neutron stars.

NANOGrav employs pulsar timing for an important general 
relativistic application: the detection of low-frequency gravitational 
waves primarily from supermassive black hole binaries. The col-
laboration’s observing programme consists of high-cadence, mul-
tifrequency radio observations of ~75 MSPs using the Green Bank  
and Arecibo telescopes (GBT and AO; see ref. 10 and the 
upcoming 12.5-yr data release). Additionally, NANOGrav has  
begun using the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array as the third  
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observatory in its pulsar-timing programme. Using the GBT, 
NANOGrav regularly observes J1614−2230 and another high-mass 
radio MSP, J0740+6620.

PSR J0740+6620 (period = 2.89 ms) was discovered in the Green 
Bank Northern Celestial Cap 350 MHz survey (GBNCC) in 2012 
(ref. 11). It is in a nearly circular (eccentricity = 5 × 10−6), 4.77-day 
orbit (Lynch et  al. presented a recent GBNCC timing solution in 
2018; ref. 12). Recent optical and near-infrared observations by 
Beronya et  al. (2019) revealed that its companion is probably the 
coolest white dwarf ever measured in orbit with an MSP13.

Here we present timing observations of the pulsar with the 
GBT taken between 2014 and 2019. We observed the pulsar reg-
ularly throughout this period as part of the NANOGrav timing 
programme10. This section of our data set includes ~70 epochs 
(occurring approximately monthly and at random orbital phases) 
during which the pulsar was observed at both 1.4 GHz and 820 MHz 
for ~20 min each. We were awarded additional time for two con-
centrated campaigns over superior conjunction (that is, when the 
pulsar is behind its companion star), as probing the minima and 
maxima of the Shapiro delay signal is the best way to improve the 
signal’s detectability (see the absorbed or ‘detectable’ signal in the 
second panel of Fig. 1).

After the second concentrated campaign consisting of two 5 h 
observations at orbital phases 0.15 and 0.25 (GBT 18B-372), the 
timing analysis (see details in Methods) yielded a pulsar mass of 
2:14þ0:10
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 M⊙ at 68.3% credibility (Fig. 2). Methods describes our 
rationale for choosing these two orbital phases, as well as the pro-
gression of mass measurements and precisions as more observations 
were added. Our final fits with and without Shapiro delay as a func-
tion of orbital phase are presented in Fig. 1, and the top panel of Fig. 3  
shows timing residuals spanning the entire data set. Although our 
measured relative uncertainty is higher than, for example, the origi-
nal relative error reported by Demorest et al. for J1614−2230 (5% 
versus 2%), J0740+6620 is a remarkably high-mass MSP. This mea-
surement will help constrain high-density nuclear physics, as there 
are very few examples of ≳2 M⊙ neutron stars. PSR J0740+6620 
is 98% and 90% likely to be more massive than J1614−2230 and 
J0348+0432, respectively, and is therefore likely to be the most mas-
sive well measured neutron star so far.

Taken together, these three massive MSPs serve as a strong 
validation of the existence of high-mass neutron stars. Due to the 
asymptotic nature of the relationship between maximum neutron 
star mass and nearly all EoSs, even small increases in the measured 
mass of the most massive neutron stars force a reconsideration of 
the fundamental physics at play in their interiors (for example, see 
Fig. 2 in ref. 14). Non-nucleonic solutions to the EoS problem, such 
as quark matter, hyperons or Bose–Einstein meson condensates, 
yield softer EoSs (that is, relatively compressible matter); however, 
more massive neutron stars necessitate stiffer EoSs, which allow for 
higher maximum masses (see ref. 15 for a review). The measurement 
of a 2.14 M⊙ neutron star is therefore in extreme tension with these 
non-nucleonic proposals, and underlines the necessity of untan-
gling existing theoretical paradoxes. The most prominent of these 
may be the hyperon problem, which proposes that, although the 
extreme densities inside neutron stars would favour the conversion 
of nucleons to hyperons, the presence of hyperons softens the EoS 
and excludes the possibility of high-mass neutron stars (see, for 
example, ref. 16). In addition, the mass measurement of J0740+6620 
may have implications for the nature of neutron star mergers as 
detected by LIGO. Because several neutron stars with masses close 
to or greater than ~2 M⊙ are now known, it may be the case that 
more mass-asymmetric neutron star mergers will occur than previ-
ously supposed.

Constraining the mass of J0740+6620 carries additional astro-
physical benefits. Recent evidence from Antoniadis et al.17 suggests 
that the distribution of MSP masses may be bimodal, implying 

that many more neutron stars with masses greater than ~1.6 M⊙ 
may exist than previously supposed (see also ref. 15). Not only is it 
becoming clear that high-mass neutron stars make up a sizeable 
portion of the population, but also their existence carries substan-
tial implications for our understanding of MSP binary evolution. 
Because many fully recycled pulsars have been measured to have 
masses less than or equal to 1.4 M⊙, we know that recycling can be 
accomplished with only a small amount of mass transfer. We must 
therefore consider the possibility that some MSPs are not formed 
near the Chandrasekhar mass and increase to high masses through 
accretion; rather, they are born massive in the first place (see refs. 18 
and 19 for earlier evidence of this phenomenon).

There exists a well known relationship between the mass of 
a pulsar’s white dwarf companion and the binary system’s orbital 
period20,21. For our measured orbital period of ~4.77 days, the pre-
dicted white dwarf companion masses (from equations (20) and (21) 
in ref. 21) are ~0.24 M⊙ for a mid-metallicity (Pop I+II) donor star 
and ~0.25 M⊙ for a low-metallicity, Pop II star. Our measured mass 
of J0740+6620’s helium white dwarf companion is 0:260þ0:008

�0:007
I

 M⊙ 
(at 68.3% credibility). Given the stated uncertainties in convec-
tive mixing length, this discrepancy of 5–10% is not an indication 
that J0740+6620 is an exception to the orbital period versus white 
dwarf mass relationship; however, it may indicate that this system 
was born in a relatively low-metallicity environment. There exist 
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Fig. 1 | Timing residuals from all observations of J0740+6620 as 
a function of orbital phase, with superior conjunction at orbital 
phase = 0.25. Orange points are multifrequency timing residuals, while 
dark-blue points are averages of each group (timing epoch) of these points 
with 1σ error bars. Averages were taken over a minimum of four data points 
to avoid showing misleading residuals from faint observations. Blue boxes 
indicate the orbital phases over which each of the three supplemental 
observations was taken (the box over conjunction is slightly darker because 
we made two superior conjunction observations). The top panel shows 
the full fit (including Shapiro delay parameters and all dispersion measure 
(DM) parameters—that is, the full timing solution). The middle panel is the 
best fit with the measurable Shapiro delay signal added; this is the signal to 
which we are actually sensitive. The bottom panel is the ‘full’ Shapiro delay 
signal. Both the second and third panels are calculated on the basis of the 
orbital and system parameters determined from the full fit. The lighter-blue 
line represents the theoretical measurable and full Shapiro delay in the 
middle and bottom panels, respectively (and marks a 0 μs residual in the 
top panel). The width of the line in each panel is equal to the root mean 
square error of the averaged points.
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at least three other examples of MSP–helium white dwarf binaries 
with minimum companion masses greater than the Pop II masses 
predicted by Tauris and Savonije (J1125−6014, J1903−7051 and 

J1933−6211). Finally, if J0740+6620 is measured to be at the high 
end of our mass credibility interval, it may provide evidence that the 
creation of a stable, high-mass neutron star is possible through the 
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Fig. 3 | Timing residuals and DMX for all epochs of J0740+6620 data. Top: timing residuals from all epochs of J0740+6620 data, including both NANOGrav 
and superior conjunction-specific observations at all frequencies, are shown in orange (with 1σ error bars). The superimposed blue points represent an average 
over each epoch (root mean square = 1.5 μs; note that some days have two separately calculated averages from dual-frequency data). Bottom: blue points 
indicate DMX values calculated for each epoch of data with 1σ error bars, where DMX is a piecewise constant approximation to the DM. The DMX trend is 
fairly simple (that is, roughly quadratic); however, linear modelling is strongly disfavoured. A single averaged epoch (one dark-blue point) was removed from 
these plots, as its error bar was ~8 μs due to a faint detection from which only one time of arrival (TOA) could be extracted. MJD, modified Julian date.
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merger of two low-mass neutron stars (in a LIGO-like gravitational-
wave event).

Though it will require considerable additional observing time to 
improve on our J0740+6620 measurement, high-cadence monitor-
ing of the pulsar is a promising strategy. Daily observations with 
the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME22) 
telescope, in conjunction with the present data set, have the poten-
tial to determine the mass of J0740+6620 with 2–3% precision 
within a year. Additionally, the Neutron Star Interior Composition 
Explorer (NICER) is observing J0740+6620 at X-ray wavelengths 
(https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/science_team_investiga-
tions). Modelling the thermal pulse profile of this MSP at X-ray 
energies will aid in constraining the mass and radius of J0740+6620. 
Continued collaboration with multifrequency observing pro-
grammes will guarantee the steady improvement of this pulsar mass 
measurement in the long term.

Methods
GBT observations. Both NANOGrav and targeted observations were conducted 
using the Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument (GUPPI23). 
Observations at 1.5 GHz were acquired with 800 MHz of bandwidth split into 512 
frequency channels (which were summed to 64 channels before analysis), sampling 
every 0.64 μs. At an observing frequency of 820 MHz, 200 MHz of bandwidth over 
128 channels was acquired with an identical sampling rate (and later also summed 
to 64 channels). These dual-polarization observations at both frequencies were 
coherently dedispersed at the known DM of 15.0 pc cm−3. Data were processed 
using NANOGrav pipelines for consistency with the existing 4-yr-long NANOGrav 
J0740+6620 data set (see ref. 24 for a thorough description of NANOGrav 
observing procedures, and ref. 25 for a description of NANOGrav’s main data 
processing pipeline, nanopipe).

Generation of TOAs and the timing model. The measurement and modelling of 
pulse TOAs closely mirrors the procedure described by Arzoumanian et al.10. We 
provide a summary of the analysis procedure in this section.

During offline processing, total-intensity profile data were integrated over ~20–
30 min intervals to yield one or two TOAs per downsampled frequency interval for 
a normal NANOGrav observation, and ~10 min for the long scans near or during 
conjunction. We extracted TOAs from each of the 64 integrated channels over 
the entire observing bandwidth through cross-correlation between the data and a 
smoothed profile template using the software package PSRCHIVE (source code in 
ref. 26; see http://psrchive.sourceforge.net).

We used standard pulsar-timing analysis tools, namely TEMPO (http://tempo.
sourceforge.net) and TEMPO2 (source code in ref. 27; see https://www.atnf.csiro.au/
research/pulsar/tempo2) for modelling TOA variation in terms of many physical 
mechanisms. TEMPO and TEMPO2, while not fully independent timing packages, 
yield consistent results. For J0740+6620, fitted parameters include celestial 
(ecliptic) coordinates, proper motion, spin frequency and its first derivative, 
and binary orbital parameters (see Table 1, which lists best-fit values for these 
parameters as determined with TEMPO).

We used the DE436 (https://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/naif/JUNO/kernels/spk/
de436s.bsp.lbl) Solar System ephemeris, maintained by the NASA Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, for correction to the barycentric reference frame. The time standard 
used was BIPM2017. The overall root mean square timing residual value for the 
timing model presented in this work is 1.5 μs. The χ2 of our fit is 7,314.35 with 
7,334 degrees of freedom, yielding a reduced-χ2 value of 0.997; note that the noise 
modelling (Assessment of timing noise) will always yield a χ2 of ~1.

We employed the ELL1 binary timing model28 in describing the nearly circular 
orbital dynamics of the J0740+6620 system. Parameters of the ELL1 binary model 
consist of the projected semi-major axis, orbital period, epoch of passage through 
the ascending orbital node, and two ‘Laplace–Lagrange parameters’ (ϵ1

I
 and ϵ2

I
; 

the orbital eccentricity multiplied by the sine and cosine of periastron longitude, 
respectively28) that quantify departures from perfectly circular orbits.

Assessment of timing noise. MSP rotation often exhibits a limit in achievable 
precision due to the presence of stochastic processes that act as noise in timing 
measurements. Examples of timing noise include systematic errors from cross-
correlation template matching and ‘spin noise’ due to irregular rotation of the 
neutron star. We use a noise model similar to those developed in the NANOGrav 
9-yr and 11-yr data releases to quantify these noise terms in the J0740+6620 data set.

The noise model consists of white-noise components that combine to form 
additive Gaussian noise. For each of the two front-end receivers used in this work, 
we use three parameters to describe the white-noise contribution to timing noise: 
a scaling factor applied to all raw TOA uncertainties (‘EFAC’), a term added in 
quadrature to the TOA uncertainties (‘EQUAD’) and a noise term that quantifies 
TOA correlations purely across observing frequency (‘ECORR’).

We used the Enterprise (https://enterprise.readthedocs.io/en/latest) 
modelling suite for estimation of the white components of the noise model using 
a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based algorithm. Enterprise uses the 
TEMPO(2) fit as the maximum-likelihood fit for the timing parameters and the 
basis of the fit for the red-noise parameters, should they be found to be significant. 
In our TEMPO(2) fits, we include an EFAC of 1.036 for L-band (1,500 MHz) TOAs 
and 1.013 for 820 MHz TOAs. EQUAD is 0.00610 μs for the L band, and 0.18310 μs 
for 820 MHz. ECORR values for L-band and 820 MHz TOAs are 0.00511 μs and 
0.00871 μs, respectively. Bayesian model selection via an Enterprise MCMC 
run disfavours the inclusion of red noise; therefore, the noise model includes only 
white-noise components.

DM modelling. The complexity of modelling DM variations arising from a 
dynamic interstellar medium has been discussed at length in previous works (see, 
for example, refs. 29,30). We have adopted the standard NANOGrav piecewise-
constant model for DM trends wherein each epoch of data is fitted with a constant 
DMX value; in other words, each of these parameters is a deviation from some 
nominal DM and is fixed over a single epoch. The observation that J0740+6620’s 
DM behaviour is fairly smooth over the duration of our data set (see Fig. 3) led us 
to attempt alternatively modelling the entire data set by fitting for only the first and 
second derivatives of DM. In theory, this approach could be advantageous given 
the ability of DMX to absorb Shapiro delay signals (thanks to the similar duration 
of conjunction and a DMX epoch). While this strategy does reduce the formal 
parameter uncertainties from the fit, both an F-test and an Akaike information 
criterion test strongly favour the DMX model over the quadratic DM fit. This 
indicates that the DM variation is not fully characterized by a quadratic model, and 
parameter values (including pulsar mass) derived from this model are likely to have 
systematic biases not reflected in their formal uncertainties.

Table 1 | PSR J0740+6620 best-fit parameters

Pulsar name J0740+6620
Dates of observations (MJD) 56640–58462
Number of TOAs 7,419
Measured quantities
Ecliptic longitude, λ (°) 103.75913607(1)
Ecliptic latitude, β (°) 44.10248468(2)
Epoch of position and period (MJD) 57551.0
Proper motion in ecliptic longitude (mas yr−1) −2.75(3)
Proper motion in ecliptic latitude (mas yr−1) −32.43(4)
Parallax (mas) 0.5(3)
Spin frequency, ν (Hz) 346.5319964932129(6)
Spin frequency derivative, _ν

I
 (s−2) −1.46389(2) × 10−15

Dispersion measure, DM (pc cm−3)a 14.961787
Profile frequency dependency parameter, FD1 −1.17(4) × 10−5

Binary model ELL1
Projected semi-major axis of orbit, x (lt-s) 3.9775561(2)
Binary orbital period, Pb (days) 4.7669446191(1)
Epoch of ascending node, TASC (MJD) 57552.08324415(2)
EPS1 (first Laplace–Lagrange parameter), e sin ω −5.70(4) × 10−6

EPS2 (second Laplace–Lagrange parameter), e cos ω −1.89(3) × 10−6

Sine of inclination angle i 0.9990(2)
Companion mass, mc (M⊙) 0.258(8)
Derived parameters
Orbital eccentricity, e 5.10(3) × 10−6

Longitude of periastron, ω (°) 244.4(3)
Epoch of periastron, T0 (MJD) 57550.543(5)
Binary mass function (M⊙) 0.0029733870(4)
Pulsar mass (68.3% credibility interval, M⊙) 2:14þ0:10

�0:09
IPulsar mass (95.4% credibility interval, M⊙) 2:14þ0:20

�0:18
ICompanion mass (68.3% credibility interval, M⊙) 0:260þ0:008

�0:007
ICompanion mass (95.4% credibility interval, M⊙) 0:260þ0:016

�0:014
IInclination angle (68.3% credibility interval, °) 87:38þ0:20

�0:22
IInclination angle (95.4% credibility interval, °) 87:38þ0:39

�0:45
I

aBecause this DM is an unfitted reference value, no error is reported. Values of DMX for each of the 
~70 epochs are available on request.
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Simulations. Analysis of the NANOGrav 12.5-yr data set without supplemental 
data yielded mp = 2.00 ± 0.20 M⊙. After the initial 6 h supplemental observation, 
we measured the mass of J0740+6620 to be 2.18 ± 0.15 M⊙. We conducted 
simulations of future observations both to predict the constraining power of a 
concentrated Director’s Discretionary Time campaign and to determine how our 
mass measurement may improve with additional observations going forward. 
For these simulations, we first generated an arbitrary array of TOAs that mirror 
the desired observing cadence, starting date and so on. The TOAs were then 
fitted (with pulsar-timing software such as TEMPO or PINT; https://github.com/
nanograv/PINT) using the known parameters for J0740+6620. Residuals from this 
fit were then subtracted from the original TOAs to create ‘perfect’ TOAs, to which 
stochastic noise was then added. Two notable types of simulation were conducted. 
The first was an estimation of the improvement in our measurement of mp given 
random orbital sampling (the ‘NANOGrav-only observation’ scenario); this 
solidified our conclusion that the concentrated GBT campaigns were necessary. 
The second served to optimize our observing strategy during a targeted orbital-
phase campaign by trying various permutations of orbital phase, number of 
observing sessions and observing session lengths. The results of this simulation 
informed our GBT Director’s Discretionary Time request for 5 h over conjunction 
and 5 h in one of the Shapiro ‘troughs’ (we were awarded time in the first trough—
around orbital phase 0.15—in addition to conjunction). To ensure that obtaining 
data in this asymmetric fashion would not bias our mass measurement, we ran 
10,000 simulations of a 5 h conjunction observation plus 5 h in either the first or 
second Shapiro trough. The averages of the 10,000 mass measurements obtained 
from each of these troughs were consistent within 1%, implying that our orbital 
sampling is not biasing our results (as one would expect, given that the Shapiro 
delay response curve is symmetric about superior conjunction).

Data availability
PSR J0740+6620 TOAs from both the 12.5-yr data set and from the two 
supplemental GBT observations will be available at https://data.nanograv.org on 
publication of this manuscript.

Code availability
All code mentioned in this work is open source and available at the links provided 
in the manuscript.
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